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TOTAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE.

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

Every property is different.  We specialize in keeping 

your property looking its best by creating a custom 

maintenance plan.  Our combined solutions include 

detailed mowing, tree and ornamental trimming, clean-

up / debris removal, and annual flowerbed design 

& installation.

IRRIGATION & WATER MANAGEMENT

Irrigation is much more than fixing sprinklers; it’s 

managing a limited resource in Florida.  Our professionals 

are experts in getting your irrigation system to deliver 

water where it needs to be.  This plays a crucial role in 

saving you money on your water bill as well as abiding 

by stringent city and county codes.

FERTILIZATION & PEST CONTROL

Proper fertilization is crucial to the health of your 

lawn.  A green, thick, and plush lawn is the direct 

result of expert knowledge and experience in the 

industry.  Your new fertilization program combined 

with an aggressive pest program is the best proactive 

solution possible.

INDOOR PEST CONTROL

Keeping your property pest free is an outdoor and 

indoor process.  The plant palette in your landscape 

can attract certain pests that love working their way 

inside your home.  When our professionals are on-site 

performing their regularly scheduled visits, adding an 

indoor pest control program just makes sense.   



BECAUSE YOU DESERVE IT.

Floralawn understands that a well-maintained 

landscape adds to your property value and 

becomes the talk of your neighbors.  Once we 

understand your needs and expectations, we’ll 

create a customized maintenance program, 

execute it relentlessly, and then proactively suggest 

enhancements to your landscape over time.
ENHANCEMENTS & BEAUTIFICATION

Landscapes are living organisms with unique 

lifecycles.  A critical component of effectively 

maintaining landscapes is to manage this 

evolution over time with enhancements.

Whether it’s  a seasonal upgrade, applying a 

fresh layer of mulch, or replacing damaged sod, 

FloraLawn will proactively propose enhancement 

ideas that match your landscape priorities.

ENHANCEMENT SERVICES

• Mulch Installation

• Annual and Flowerbed Design & Installation

• Florida friendly Plant Replacements

• Complete Landscape Redesign

• Sod Replacement & Turf Conversion
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